
	 	 	 	 												 
	
 
NEWS RELEASE  
 
 

Alef and Casa Systems Join Forces to Unlock Opportunity 
for Mobile Private Networks 

Tight Integration of Capabilities Ushers in New Era of Simple, Cost-
Effective MPN with Enterprise-Friendly Authentication, Security and Policy 

Management 
 

NEW YORK and ANDOVER, Mass., February 26, 2024 — Alef, a leader in mobile 
connectivity solutions, and Casa Systems, provider of cloud-native network solutions 
serving communications services providers (CSPs) worldwide, have partnered to 
introduce a groundbreaking Mobile Private Network (MPN) solution. This innovative 
collaboration delivers CSPs a redefining MPN solution to drive scaled adoption 
throughout the enterprise sector. 

Out with the Old: Overcoming Traditional MPN Challenges 
The GSMA recently estimated that 5G MPNs represent a $109.4 billion revenue 
opportunity by 2030. With the high speed, reliability, customization, and security MPNs 
offer, enterprises can enable a variety of use cases for mission-critical communications, 
supply chain management, AR/VR training and more. But since the debut of 5G, the 
high costs and inflexible nature of current MPN solutions coupled with poor integration 
into enterprise IT systems have hindered progress of MPN deployments.  

The Alef-Casa solution eliminates legacy challenges and embraces individualized 
enterprise requirements. The solution also combines Casa's cloud-native 5G Expansion 
Suite, a 5G standalone (SA)-compliant solution that complements the CSP’s existing 
core network, with Alef’s authentication, authorization policy, and management 
capabilities. The result is a cost-effective enterprise MPN solution that addresses data 
residency/sovereignty and IT policy management needs while providing all the 
advantages of 5G mobile connectivity with the management simplicity of a Wi-Fi 
network. 

Colin Kincaid, CPO of Casa Systems, said, "By integrating Alef’s enterprise-centric 
authentication, authorization policy, and management with Casa’s cloud-native 5G 
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Expansion Suite and in-building radio access products, we can deliver a differentiated 
mobile connectivity solution that works seamlessly with enterprise network 
authentication and policy frameworks–all with the deployment and management 
simplicity of Wi-Fi." 

In with the New: Addressing Carriers' Needs 
The collaboration between Alef and Casa introduces crucial capabilities for fulfilling the 
MPN vision: 

● Lightweight Distributed Core: Low footprint across enterprise applications 
● Horizontal Scalability: Extending seamlessly across enterprises and enterprise 

locations as a SaaS-based solution 
● Dynamic Network Services: Providing dedicated bandwidth as needed 
● Integration with Enterprise IT: Fully incorporating mobile radio advantages into 

the existing IT environment 
● Policy Control: Extending unified policy, identity, and integrated security 
● Single Pane Management and Visibility: For ease of operations 

Mike Mulica, CEO of Alef, noted, "Together with Casa Systems, we are unlocking the 
opportunity for mobile carriers to deliver their enterprise customers a fully IT-native 
enterprise MPN solution."   

Alef and Casa’s combined solution enables carriers to lead the charge into the 
enterprise, reshaping the landscape for businesses and propelling the industry toward a 
future where connectivity can be customized to meet the unique profile needs of each 
commercial customer. 

Visit us at Mobile World Congress 2024 in Barcelona, February 26-29 at Casa Systems 
Booth #2G11 in Hall 2. For more information or to schedule a meeting with Casa’s 
experts, please click HERE. 

About Alef 

Alef stands as the only mobile connectivity SaaS platform company empowering 
enterprises and developers with the independence to create, customize, and control 
their private network infrastructure. With a focus on simple and secure integration, rapid 
deployment, and unmatched performance and economics, Alef's solution, leveraging 
the power of APIs, revolutionizes the way enterprises leverage mobility for productivity, 
closing the digital divide, and delivering new learning experiences. To learn more about 
Alef, please visit https://www.alefedge.com. 
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About Casa Systems 

Casa Systems, Inc. (Nasdaq: CASA) is a next-gen technology leader that supports 
mobile, cable, and wireline communications services providers with market leading 
solutions. Casa’s virtualized and cloud-native software solutions modernize operators’ 
network architectures, expand the range of services they can offer their consumer and 
commercial customers, accelerate time to revenue, and reduce the TCO of their 
network infrastructure and operations. Casa’s suite of open, cloud-native network 
solutions unlocks new ways for service providers to quickly build flexible networks and 
service offerings that maximize revenue-generating capabilities. Commercially deployed 
in more than 70 countries, Casa Systems serves over 475 Tier 1 and regional service 
providers worldwide. For more information, visit http://www.casa-systems.com/ 
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